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Edgar Cayce used his psychic trances to diagnose and treat illnesses from arthritis to 
epilepsy. This guide provides an easily accessible reference to 9000 of his readings, 
covering nearly 200 ailments and their treatments.
From Acne to Xeroderma, almost any health problem you are likely to experience has been 
addressed by Edgar Cayce (the sleeping prophet). I trust Cayce's information and the 
remedies in the Encyclopedia of Healing are 99 percent common sense: eat healthy, 
exercise, and reduce the stress in your life. If you're looking for some magic cure, though, 
you'll likely be disappointed. Keep in mind that most of these remedies were prescribed for 
individuals with several ailments. For this reason, I wouldn't go swallowing any strange 
concoctions before getting a professional opinion, but I would trust these case studies as a 
guide for better living.In his psychic trances Edgar Cayce diagnosed illnesses from arthritis 
to sarcoma to epilepsy -- and many of his cures have been backed by recent medical 
science. Now -- in one easy-to-read volume -- 9,000 of Edgar Cayce's Psychic Readings 
have been compiled into a quick-reference encyclopedia to help usher you healthfully into 
the next millennium. covering nearly 200 different ailments from A to Z, including the 
common cold, nervous disorders, and cancers, this invaluable Cayce resource also offers in-
depth descriptions of the dozens of natural remedies.
A newspaper reporter and editor who has written extensively about the Cayce 
Foundation, Reba Ann Karp has studied Cayce's medical readings and scrutinized the 
latest medical research to present this invaluable guide to better and healthier living.

Other Books
The Encyclopedia of Religious Phenomena, Based on more than 250 occurrences and 
extraordinary experiences that have served to lift believers out of the mundane world and 
place them in contact with a transcendental reality, The Encyclopedia of Religious 
Phenomena explores unusual and unexplained physical events, apparitions, and other 
phenomena rooted in religious beliefs. Well-known religion expert, J. Gordon Melton takes 
readers on a tour amongst angels, Marian apparitions, and religious figures such as Jesus, 
the Buddha, Mohammad, and Tao Tzu. Melton reports on dreams and near-death 
experiences; feng shui and labyrinths; statues that bleed, drink milk, weep, and move; 
snake handling, speaking in tongues, and stigmata; relics, including the spear of Longinus 
and the Shroud of Turin; and sacred locales such as Easter Island, the Glastonbury Tor, the 
Great Pyramid, Mecca, and Sedona. Each entry includes a description of the particular 
phenomenon and the religious claims being made for it as well as a discussion of what a 
scientist might have to say about it. Transcending the mundane, the entries take no sides 
and make no arguments: the journey is the experience and the experience is the journey.
�����.  Mudras : The Ritual Hand-Poses of the Buddha Priests and the Shiva Priests of Bali. 
London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., 1924.  Hirschi ,  Gertrud .  Mudras :  Yoga  in  Your 
Hands . Weirs Bach, ME: Weiser Books, 2000. Premakumar."
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